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The effects of frustration on extended supersolid states is a largely unexplored subject in the realm
of cold-atom systems. In this work, we explore the impact of quasicrystalline lattices on the super-
solid phases of dipolar bosons. Our findings reveal that weak quasicrystalline lattices can induce
a variety of modulated phases, merging the inherent solid pattern with a quasiperiodic decoration
induced by the external potential. As the lattice becomes stronger, we observe a super quasicrystal
phase and a Bose glass phase. Our results, supported by a detailed discussion on experimental
feasibility using dysprosium atoms and quasicrystalline optical lattice potentials, open a new av-
enue in the exploration of long-range interacting quantum systems in aperiodic environments. We
provide a solid foundation for future experimental investigations, potentially confirming our theo-
retical predictions and contributing profoundly to the field of quantum gases in complex external
potentials.

Introduction – The exploration of exotic quantum
phases displaying simultaneously different kinds of or-
ders, or quasi -orders in systems with long-range inter-
actions, has emerged as a central goal in condensed-
matter physics [1]. Among these, electronic liquid crys-
tals [2, 3], Bose glasses (BGs) [4, 5], supersolids [6–9],
and quantum systems with quasiperiodic order [10–14]
stand out as intriguing manifestations combining trans-
lational, rotational, and global gauge symmetry breaking.
Such systems exhibit exotic collective behaviors arising
from intricate interplays between quantum effects, topol-
ogy, and interactions, holding promise for applications
ranging from quantum simulators to advanced materi-
als [9, 15–21]. In this context, the study of dipolar bosons
has garnered increasing interest, driven by advancements
in both theoretical [22–33] and experimental [34–44] re-
search.

Recent investigations in these systems revealed a
rich phase diagram with three distinct supersolid
phases—stripes, triangular, and honeycomb—eventually
converging at a critical point [31, 45, 46]. In the con-
ventional scenario, the crystallization transition is ex-
pected to be first-order, resulting in a sudden increase
in the modulation amplitude upon dynamically crossing
the crystallization line. This impacts the phase coherence
of the system and leads to the generation of high-energy
excitations [47], hindering the stability of the supersolid
phase.

Exploring the introduction of disorder into these sys-
tems could further open new avenues for understanding
pioneering complex phases. In non-interacting 2D mod-
els, disorder generates non-trivial effects such as Ander-
son [48–50] and many-body localization [51]. Moreover,

the presence of contact interactions in disordered Bose
systems frustrates localization and leads to the emer-
gence of BG physics [5, 52]. Quasicrystal lattices (QCLs)
present intriguing platforms for investigating disorder-
induced phenomena, particularly due to the observed
phase transition from extended to exponentially-localized
states with increasing QCL intensity [5, 49, 53]. In QCL
environments, quantum gases with contact interactions
exhibit not only the anticipated disordered system ef-
fects [54–61], but also the emergence of quasicrystalline
superfluids [11]. In the case of long-range interacting
dipolar systems an intriguing possibility is the study of
frustrated phases resulting from the competition between
the natural tendency of the system to form periodic su-
persolids and the presence of a QCL.

In this letter, we bridge the physics of long-range
dipolar bosons with the effects of QCL confinement.
By numerically solving extensive Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tions (GPE), we explore the phase diagram of the model
guided by a spectral variational study. We observe
the emergence of global-ordered phases, whose formation
mechanism is triggered by the local disorder generated by
the QCL. Importantly, our analysis guides experimental
implementations within the scope of current technolog-
ical capabilities. This approach offers the potential to
probe and explore these intriguing phases of matter, sig-
nificantly enhancing our understanding of quantum sys-
tems in complex potentials.

Model and Methods – We consider a gas of N interact-
ing bosons of mass m and dipolar length add at T = 0.
The atoms are harmonically trapped along the polariza-
tion axis and subjected to a QCL [55, 56] in the plane
perpendicular to the polarization axis. The condensate
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of dipolar bosons in a qua-
sicrystalline lattice. We numerically solve Eq. (1) in imag-
inary time to demonstrate the emergence of several phases
induced by the simultaneous effect of a quasicrystalline po-
tential with intensity U0 and contact (with strength as)
and dipolar (add) interactions. We observe the triangular-
supersolid (TSS), stripe-supersolid (SSS), super-quasicrystal
(SQC), and Bose glass (BG) phases, as described in the text.
For as/add ≳ 0.79 and vanishing U0, we recover the known
limit of SQC. The average scaled density of the effective two-
dimensional system is ρ̄⊥ = 120, the wave vector of the qua-
sicrystalline modulation is q = 1.8, and the frequency of the
harmonic trap along the polarization axis is ωz = 0.08. The
vertical dashed line corresponds to the analysis done in Fig.3.
The crosses are representative points of the density patterns
in Fig.2.

wave function, ψ(r), is normalized to unity, hence the lo-
cal atomic density is given by ρ(r) = N |ψ(r)|2. Choosing
the units of length as ℓ = 12πadd and time as t0 = mℓ2/ℏ,
we can express the GPE [62, 63] as

i
dψ(r)

dt
=

[
− 1

2
∇2 + U(z) + Uq(r)

+γN3/2|ψ(r)|3 + as
3add

N |ψ(r)|2

+
N

4π

∫
dr′V (r− r′)|ψ(r′)|2

]
ψ(r) . (1)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) per-
tains to the kinetic energy, while the second term cor-
responds to the axial trapping potential U(z) = ω2

zz
2/2,

ωz being the frequency of the axial trap. The in-plane
octagonal QCL is described by Uq(r) =

∑3
i=0 U0(1 −

cos(qi · r))/2, with characteristic wave vectors qi =
q(cos(iπ/4), sin(iπ/4), 0) [64]. The fourth contribution to
Eq. (1) corresponds to the Lee-Huang-Yang (LHY) cor-
rection to the mean-field approximation [65–67], where
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Figure 2. Normalized density patterns.(a)-(c) Two-
dimensional density ρ2D = ρ⊥(x, y)/ρ

max
⊥ obtained via the

numerical solution of Eq.(1). (d)-(f) ρ1D(x) = ρ⊥(x, 0)/ρ
max
⊥

(solid curves) and QCL U1D(x) = Uq(x, 0)/U
max
q (dotted

curves), at the y = 0 line. The system parameters are the
same as in Fig. 1 with as/add = 0.78. In (a, d), the system is
in the TSS state with U0 = 0.20. In (b, e), the SSS state is
represented for U0 = 0.32. In (c, f), the SQC state is shown
for U0 = 1.44. The BG state is visually indistinguishable from
the SQC.

γ = 4
3π2 (

as

3add
)5/2[1 + 3

2 (
as

add
)2] [68]. Finally, the last

two terms of Eq. (1) account for the scaled contact-
interaction, with scattering length as, and the dipolar in-

teraction, V (r) = (1− 3z2

r2 ) 1
r3 +

8π
3 δ(r). The ground state

ψ0 of the system is obtained by evolving an initial ansatz
ψ(r, t = 0) in imaginary time. Details about ψ(r, t = 0)
are described in the Supplemental Material [69].

We have also implemented a spectral variational
method (SVM), see [69] and [13, 31, 70]. In summary,
after introducing the average 2D density of particles
ρ⊥(r⊥) = N

∫
dz|ψ0|2(r), an effective energy functional

in terms of ρ⊥(r⊥) is constructed and used to study the
extended phases of the system. We consider an effec-
tive 2D wave function of the form ψ⊥ = ψdip ψoct, where
ψdip represents extended wave functions with π/3 or π
rotational symmetries, and ψoct corresponds to the qua-
sicrystalline component with octagonal rotational sym-
metry [69]. The SVM shows that the optimal orienta-
tion of the periodic structure of the pattern, described
by ψdip, with respect to one of the main directions of the
QCL is π/8. Such configuration is difficult to implement
in the GPE solution considering the constraints imposed
by the periodic boundary conditions. However, our ana-
lytical study shows that considering two main directions,
of the periodic pattern and the QCL, respectively aligned
have a safely negligible energy cost, making numerical re-
sults with aligned patterns an excellent approximation of
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Figure 3. Characterization of the system ground-state.
We display the global superfluid fraction (circles), the local
superfluid fraction (squares), and the stripe-order (triangles)
and quasicrystalline-order (upside-down triangles) parame-
ters. The gray regions delimit the phase transitions. The
system parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

the actual ground state of the system [69].

Results. – We numerically solve the GPE consider-
ing ωz = 0.08, average in-plane density ρ̄⊥ = 120, and
0.77 ≤ as/add ≲ 0.79. The characteristic wave vectors
of the QCL have moduli q = 1.8, which is about five
times the characteristic wave vector k0 of the triangular
supersolid (TSS) found when U0 = 0. As shown in the
phase diagram in Fig. 1, which is constructed by tun-
ing the QCL intensity U0 and the ratio between as and
add, we identify four distinct phases in the regime of pa-
rameters considered: a TSS; a stripe supersolid (SSS); a
superquasicrystal (SQC), a phase in which the quasicrys-
talline density pattern coexists with a finite global super-
fluid fraction; and a Bose glass (BG). Remarkably, for the
set of parameters considered, the SSS is never the ground
state of the system in the absence of the QCL [45, 46]. In-
deed, by increasing the intensity of the high-momentum
QCL, we induce a delocalization of the clusters of par-

ticles in the TSS. This makes a transition to the SSS
favorable as a mechanism of energy minimization. A
similar behavior is already observed in the absence of
the QCL when the density of particles is increased [45].
Interestingly, at large U0, when the dipolar interaction is
not able to sustain the periodic pattern anymore, it then
produces a strong repulsion between neighboring clusters
which depletes some of the valleys of the QCL generating
a quasicrystalline density pattern that does not match
the QCL [69].
The phase diagram can be better understood with the

help of Fig. 2, where we depict the observed ground-
state configurations. For weak QCLs, the ground state
corresponds to the TSS state shown in Fig. 2(a). As
U0 is increased, eventually we have a transition to the
SSS state, Fig. 2(b). In the intermediate U0 regime, the
stripe ansatz evolves to the SQC state, Fig. 2(c). In
Figs. 2(d)-(f), we show the density patterns along the
y = 0 line. We observe that by increasing the intensity
of the QCL in the large q regime (q ≫ k0) the system
delocalizes. This effect can be attributed to the local
disorder that characterizes the lattice. To some extent,
stabilization of superfluid clusters and stripes is boosted
by a process reminiscent of superfluids caged in puddles,
as featured in BG phases [52, 71–75]. Eventually, clusters
in the QCL produce an increase of the effective dipolar
repulsion triggering the transitions to the SSS and the
SQC. As we will see later, for q ∼ k0, such a mechanism
does not take place since the system is more susceptible
to the QCL.
In Fig. 3, we show the behavior of quantities used to

characterize the phases of the system and to locate their
boundaries in Fig. 1. Additionally, we considered the
density contrast to classify solid states [69]. We com-
puted the superfluid fraction considering a generalization
of Leggett’s criterion [76],

f =
L2
xL

2
y∫

dr⊥ρ⊥(r⊥)
∫
dr⊥ρ⊥(r⊥)−1

, (2)

where Lx(y) is the length of the system in the x(y) di-
rection, see Ref. [13]. At strong U0, the SQC transitions
to the BG whenever f = 0. To differentiate between a
BG and a Mott insulator, we consider local superfluidity
on the first ring of clusters around the origin [77]. Both
BG and insulating states have zero global superfluidity,
but the former has local superfluidity in some puddles.
The local superfluid fraction on a ring of radius R is

floc = 4π2/
∫ 2π

0
Rdθρ−1

⊥ (R), where R = (R cos θ,R sin θ)
[78]. See Ref. [69] for additional information on how to lo-
cate these rings. In Fig. 3(a), we show the local superfluid
fraction in an interval of U0 where the QCL dominates.
We see that it remains finite when the global superflu-
idity vanishes (U0 ≳ 1.69), which indicates that in the
strong U0 regime, the system is a BG.
At intermediate U0, we observe a competition be-

tween the SSS (TSS) and QCL patterns. To mea-
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Figure 4. The phase diagram of q versus U0. (a) is the
phase diagram in the U0 versus q plane, in which we indicate
with crosses the positions of the density patterns shown in
(b)-(g). All the system parameters, but q, are the same as in
Fig. 2. (b)-(d) are three density patterns at U0 = 0.40 and
(b) q = 0.15, (c) q = 0.4, and (d) q = 1.6. (e)-(g) are three
density patterns at U0 = 0.07 and (e) q = 0.15, (f) q = 0.4,
and (g) q = 1.6.

sure how much each of these patterns contributes to
the mixed state, we study the Fourier transform of
the density ρ̂⊥(k⊥) ∝

∫
dr⊥ρ⊥(r⊥)e

ik⊥·r⊥ . The SSS
(TSS) and QCL patterns have, respectively, two (six)
and eight characteristic peaks in the profile of ρ̂⊥(k⊥).
Once we measure the average height h of each kind of
characteristic peaks, see details in Ref. [69], we esti-
mate the SSS (TSS) composition through the parame-
ters ∆SSS(TSS) = hSSS(TSS)/(hSSS(TSS) + hSQC) and
∆SQC = hSQC/(hSSS(TSS)+hSQC) [79]. The SSS (TSS)
to SQC phase transition is thus identified as the lower
bound of a phase in which ∆SQC > ∆SSS(TSS), see
Fig. 3(b).

At weak U0, the TSS, SSS and SQC states are
metastable states, meaning that the outcome of the
imaginary-time evolution is settled by the initial ansatz
ψ(r, t = 0). Therefore, the ground state of the system
is the one that provides the smaller energy at the end of
the imaginary-time evolution.

The phenomenology discussed so far corresponds to a
situation in which the characteristic wave vector q ≫ k0.
The role of q has been grasped by employing the SVM.
Fig. 4(a) depicts the phase diagram by varying q/k0 and
U0, keeping both density ρ̄⊥ and as/add fixed. For q ∼ k0,
the TSS melts into an SQC due to the competition with
the QCL ordering for small values of U0. In panels (b)-

(g), we show the ground-state configuration as q increas-
eses for two different values of U0. As can be noticed,
for large U0, a crossover between different quasicrystal
structures takes place as q is increased resulting from an
increase of the dipolar repulsion between cluster localized
at the QCL minima. This enhancement of the dipolar
repulsion induce the depletion of shallower QCL minima
giving place to a quasicrystal with a higher average dis-
tance between clusters. For strong U0 we see that the
BG phase surprisingly melts in the superfluid SQC even
if increasing q is similar to increasing density. This phe-
nomenology is also observed in contact-interaction sys-
tems [58].

Experimental feasibility – The theoretical results pre-
sented here are in a regime of parameters well within the
current experimental capabilities [36, 38, 47, 80, 81]. We
propose a potential experiment using 162Dy atoms. This
system offers a wide range of s-wave scattering lengths
as, with a dipolar length add ≈ 7 nm, which results in a
range of as/add consistent with the values considered in
this work. For 162Dy, the characteristic units of length
and time are ℓ = 0.26µm and t0 = 0.18ms. The trap-
ping dimensionless frequency ωz t0 = 0.08 is equivalent
to ωz ≈ 450Hz. For as/add = 0.77 and effective two-
dimensional density ρ̄⊥ = 120, we estimate a condensate
thickness σz ≈ 7.8µm and a peak 3D density in the ab-
sence of the QCL 3ρ⊥/4σz ≈ 1.65× 1014 cm−3. In these
conditions, the ground-state characteristic wave vector
of the triangular solid is k0 ≈ 0.4, resulting in a lattice
spacing λ = 4π/(

√
3k0) ≈ 4.7µm, a small enough value

to experimentally detect the long-distance properties of
the predicted phases.

Recent works have successfully replicated the potential
of an octagonal QCL using optical lattices [55, 56]. The
experimental setup involves superimposing four coplanar
1D lattices, formed by retroreflective laser beams, ar-
ranged at 45◦ angles relative to each other. We consid-
ered QCLs whose characteristic wave vector q approxi-
mately varies in the range from k0/4 to 4k0, which results
in a wavelength interval ∆λq ≈ (1.02, 16.3)µm. For the
lattice intensity U0, our theoretical parameters also fall
into an experimentally feasible region. In [56], the au-
thors use U0 values up to 4.6 Er (where Er is the recoil
energy), equivalent to U0 = 1.27 in our units. This value
falls within the BG phase in the phase diagram of Fig. 4.

Conclusions – In this work, we studied the effects of
a QCL on the TSS phase exhibited by a planar system
of dipolar bosons near the critical point. For weak QCL
with high characteristic momentum, the system develops
a hexagonal (TSS) or stripe (SSS) pattern decorated with
a quasicrystalline structure that simultaneously exhibits
global superfluid properties. Interestingly, we observe
that the TSS to SSS transition increasing the depth of
the QCL occurs as a mechanism to minimize the dipo-
lar repulsion when q ≫ k0 (see Fig. 4). Microscopically,
increasing the strength of a fast spatially-varying QCL
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promotes delocalization on the clusters, which effectively
increases the size of the the droplets in the TSS and trig-
gers the transition. A further increase of U0 at the TSS
or SSS phases eventually produces a transition to the
SQC phase and later to the BG phase. Moreover, by en-
larging q we observe that QC phases develop a crossover
from a state where the density pattern matches the QCL
to a state in which they are different. Finally, the in-
sights from our investigation have laid the foundation for
the experimental exploration, enabling us to understand
the physics of long-range interacting quantum gases in
quasi-periodic geometries.
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Supplemental Materials: Exploring Supersolid Phases in Dipolar Quantum Gases
through Quasicrystalline Confinement

I. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE GPE

In the presence of dipolar interactions and for a weak QCL, several metastable states can be reached during the
imaginary-time evolution. Therefore, the global minimum of the energy functional is found after comparing the
energies of the stationary states resulting from imaginary-time evolution starting from different initial states. The
numerical energy minimization was performed considering a system size consistent with the corresponding initial
conditions and using periodic boundary conditions. The optimal solution for each kind of initial condition is found
after minimizing the obtained energy concerning the seeded lattice constant a.

We define ψ(r, t = 0) = ψz(z)ψ⊥(r⊥), with ψz(z) ∝ exp
[
−z2/(2σ2
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]
and
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2

2σ⊥2 . (S1)

The width of the functions in the sum of Eq. (S1), initially defined by σz and σ⊥, and even their functional form,
will evolve as the imaginary-time grows to render the smaller energy associated with a particular choice of the lattice
sites (xi, yi). We consider triangular and honeycomb lattices, known to be hexagonal solutions of the ground state
of dipolar systems and perform computations with several lattice constants a for each lattice. Additionally, we also
consider a stripe ansatz ψ⊥(r⊥) ∝ exp

[
−∑

i x
2
i /(2σ

2
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]
, with xi+1−xi = a, and an homogeneous ansatz ψ⊥(r⊥) ∝ 1.
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II. EFFECTIVE 2D ENERGY FUNCTIONAL AND VARIATIONAL ANSÄTZE

The energy functional of the quasi-2D system is

E[ψ]

N
=

∫
dr

{
1

2
|∇ψ(r)|2 + U(z)|ψ(r)|2 + Uq(r)|ψ(r)|2 +

2

5
γN3/2|ψ(r)|5 +N

as
6add

|ψ(r)|4

+
N

8π

∫
dr′V (r− r′)|ψ(r)|2|ψ(r′)|2

}
. (S2)

With the Thomas-Fermi approximation for the z component of the wave function, ψ0(z) =
√

3
4σ

(
1− z2

σ2

)
, we can

now integrate Eq. (S2) over the z-direction to obtain the 2D-projected energy-functional per particle, in terms of the
in-plane wave function ψ⊥(r⊥). Up to constant background contribution, this functional reads

∆E

N
=

∫
dr

A

{
1

2
|∇ψ⊥(r)|2 + Uq(r)|ψ⊥(r)|2 +

9
√
3π

256σ3/2
γρ3/2|ψ⊥(r)|5 +

as
10addσ

ρ|ψ⊥(r)|4

+
ρ

2

∫
dr′Veff(r− r′)|ψ⊥(r)|2|ψ⊥(r

′)|2
}
. (S3)

Where we omit the perpendicular symbol in all 2D position vectors to avoid a heavy notation. The effective
interaction Veff(r) produced by the dipolar interaction is such that it writes in momentum space as V̂eff(k) = f(kσ)/σ
where f(x) = 3/4{[3− 3x2 + 2x3 − 3(1 + x)2 exp(−2x)]/x5 − 4/15}.
The density configurations obtained from GPE (Fig.2) suggests a ground state wave function in which the periodic

pattern envelopes the fast-varying quasiperiodic component of the wave function induced by the external lattice. In
this way, we propose ψ⊥(r) = ψdip(r)ψoct(r), where

ψdip(r) =
1 +

∑
j ̸=0 cj cos(kj · r)/2√
1 + 1

4

∑
j ̸=0 c

2
j

, (S4)

ψoct(r) =
1 +

∑
j ̸=0 bj cos

(
qj · r

)
/2√

1 + 1
4

∑
j ̸=0 b

2
j

. (S5)

Here {cj ,kj} ({bj ,qj}) represent the Fourier amplitudes and corresponding momenta of the periodic (quasiperiodic)
component of the wave function. To ensure the expected symmetry properties of ψdip(r) and ψoct(r), Fourier ampli-
tudes cj ’s or bj ’s corresponding to wave vectors equivalent by symmetry operations of the respective component of the
wave function are imposed to be equal. The resulting set of independent Fourier amplitudes as well as the lattice size
k0 of the momentum set {kj} are variationally determined. On the other hand, the ”fractal” set of wave vectors {qj}
is generated from the basis induced by the quasiperiodic octogonal external potential whose characteristic momentum
is q. In general, we should admit any possible orientation of the periodic component of the wave function concerning
the external quasiperiodic lattice. To account for such degree of freedom we include an arbitrary orientation angle
θ of the basis of the set {kj}, measured with respect to the vector q1 = q(1, 0) imposed by the external potential.
Naturally, the value of θ is determined variationally in our energy minimization process. To summarize the properties
discussed so far, in Table 1 we present the basis wave vectors employed in the Fourier expansion of each component
of the wave function.

For calculations, the set of Fourier modes {cj ,kj} is truncated at the fifth shell of the lattice, which is enough to
observe convergence in the region of parameters investigated. Additionally, the set of wave vectors {qj} is determined
considering all combinations of up to five characteristic vectors of the quasiperiodic potential, which renders 52
independent Fourier coefficients for the expansion of ψoct(r). Finally, we verify upon minimization of the energy per
particle for each kind of solution that θ = π/8 corresponds to the optimal configuration for both the TSS and SSS
patterns. However, the dependence of the energy per particle with θ is extremely weak in the regime of parameters
explored.

The obtained U0 versus as/add phase diagram using the previously discussed spectral variational method is shown
in Fig.(S1). We considered a QCL with q = 1.8 and an average 2D density of particles ρ̄⊥ = 120. The obtained
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Wave function
component

Basis vector k0,j Index range

ψdip (TSS) k0(cos
(
2πj
6

+ θ
)
, sin

(
2πj
6

+ θ
)
) j = 0, 1

ψdip (SSS) k0(cos(θ), sin(θ))

ψoct q(cos 2πj
8
, sin 2πj

8
) j = 0, ..., 3

Table I. Components of the wave function for the different phases observed and their respective basis vectors

phase diagram coincides qualitatively with the one shown in Fig.(1). The small deviations observed are expected
to be produced by to the differences in the working model, i.e. the analytical work was done using a 2D effective
model. Additionally, the variational approach implemented is also limited by the particular ansätze considered for
the different phases as well as the GPE is also affected by finite size effects.

1.2

1.5

1.8

U
0

SQC

BG

0.760 0.765 0.770 0.775 0.780 0.785 0.790 0.795
as/add

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

TSS

SSS

Figure S1. Phase diagram for dipolar bosons in an external quasiperiodic lattice with q = 1.8, varying as/add and U0 at a fixed
average planar density ρ̄⊥ = 120. The diagram was calculated through the spectral variational method described above. As in
Fig.1 we detect the TSS, SSS, SQC and BG phases.

III. ENERGY COST OF THE RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF SSS AND QCL

As mentioned previously the variational spectral method implemented considers an arbitrary orientation of the TSS
and SSS with respect to the QCL. Such orientation is parameterized via the angle θ previously defined. Our variational
study lead us to the conclusion that the optimal orientation of both phases is reached for θ = π/8. We note that such a
configuration would be difficult to implement in the GPE solution due to the periodic boundary conditions. To study
the impact of setting θ = 0, as is the GPE, we calculate the relative energy per particle difference [ϵ(θ)− ϵ(0)]/ϵ(0) for
a typical configuration withing the SSS phase. The results are presented in Fig (S2), as we can observe the relative
error in such approximation is of order 10−6. Such a small impact on the energy cost of the SSS and TSS implies that
in this regard the GPE in the regime of parameters considered are unaffected by the approximation of setting θ = 0.

IV. SQC PATTERN DIFFERENT FROM THE EXTERNAL LATTICE

In Fig. S3 we show the QCL and the density pattern of the SQC in Fig. 2(c). We see that not all the minima of
the QCL are populated. This is a mechanism to minimize the dipolar repulsion in the ground state when q ≫ k0.
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Figure S2. Angular dependence of the energy per particle of the SSS phase varying the orientation of the stripes pattern
with respect to one of the main directions of the QC lattice. Results were obtained through the variational spectral method
considering the parameters U0 = 0.25, q = 1.8 as/add = 0.78 and ρ⊥ = 120.

Figure S3. SQC versus QCL. The black dots represent the normalized density pattern of the SQC shown in Fig. 2(c). Notice
that not all the minima of the QCL U2D = (Uq − Umin

q )/(Umax
q − Umin

q ) are populated.

V. CONTRAST

The contrast is defined as C = (nmax − nmin)/(nmax + nmin), with nmax(min) being the maximum (minimum) value
of ρ⊥(r⊥). In Fig. S4, we obtained finite values of C , ruling out the existence of a homogeneous liquid phase in the
regimes we considered in Fig. 3 of the main text.

VI. LOCATING RINGS WITH A FINITE DENSITY OF PARTICLES

To locate the rings where local superfluidity is considered, we compute n◦(R) =
∫
dθρ⊥(R)/2π, with R =

R(cos θ, sin θ). Results for this quantity are shown in Fig. S5, where we considered as/add = 0.78 and U0 = 0.56. We
see that the first ring around the origin is located at R ∼ 6, a value that does not change in the regime of as/add we
have considered.
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Figure S4. Density contrast as a function of U0 for ρ̄⊥ = 120, as/add = 0.78, ωz = 0.08 and q = 1.8.
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Figure S5. The average number of dipolar bosons in rings of radius R. The average on-plane density is ρ̄⊥ = 120, the ratio
as/add = 0.78 and U0 = 0.56.

VII. LOCATING AND MEASURING THE PEAKS OF ρ̃⊥(k⊥)

In Fig. S6(a), we show the density profile in reciprocal space for situations where the quasiperiodic pattern domi-
nates. The octagons shown have different sizes and orientations, therefore we devise a procedure to locate and measure
the height of the most intense peaks.

We compute the angle-averaged density in momentum space n◦(k) =
∫
dθρ̃⊥(k)/2π, with k = k(cos θ, sin θ), which

is shown in Fig. S6(b). We see that peaks appear in the neighborhoods of k = k0 and k = q, which are related to the
characteristic modulation of the SSS (TSS) and SQC patterns respectively. Then, we locate the peaks k = kpeaks of
the circumference circumscribing structures with two (SSS), six (TSS), or eight (SQC) peaks, and we search for the
structure that fits our data the best. To do so, we compute

Sm(kpeaks, θ0) =
∑

kpeaks

ρ̃⊥(kpeaks), (S6)

with kpeaks = kpeaks(cos θ, sin θ), θ = θ0 + nπ/m, n being an integer in the interval [0,m[, and m = 2, 6, and 8
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respectively for the SSS, TSS and SQC states. We span over several values of θ0 to consider many possible orientations
of each structure. The best fit to our data provides the maximum value Smax

m , therefore the height of the peaks can
be computed as h = Smax

m /m.
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Figure S6. (a) Density pattern in reciprocal space and (b) angle averaged density in the reciprocal space. In k = k0, we have
the characteristic momentum of the stripes due to the dipolar interaction(k0 = 2π/a ≈ 0.3). In k = q = 1.8, we have the
characteristic momentum of the underlying quasiperiodic lattice. The peak at k = 0 was removed. The system parameters are
ωz = 0.08, ρ̄⊥ = 120, the ratio as/add = 0.78 and U0 = 0.42. Peaks were found at k = 0.05, 0.31, 0.53, 0.74, 1.04, 1.28, 1.37,
1.79, 2.40, 2.55, 2.88, and 3.09.

VIII. FOURIER COMPONENTS OF THE QC PHASE

In this section, we present some details of a typical QC configuration obtained by using the SVM. Although we
have considered a large Fourier basis for the QC pattern we observed that only a few Fourier modes are activated
by the system. To illustrate this fact, we present the results for the five more relevant Fourier modes of a typical
configuration within the QC phase for q = 1.6 and ρ⊥ = 120. It can be verified that as observed in Fig.S6 the wave
vectors corresponding to the three most relevant modes are approximately located at q, 0.765q, and 0.414q.

Structure Factor QC, U0 = 1.2, as/add = 0.77, ρ⊥ = 120, q = 1.6

Momentum Modulus (|q|) 1.000 0.765 0.414 1.414 1.082

Momentum Orientation (θ) 0 π/8 0 0 π/8

Amplitudes (ρ̂(q⃗)) 0.382 0.244 0.174 0.077 0.035

Table II. Main Fourier components of the normalized QC density pattern. Momenta are expressed in units of the characteristic
momentum of the external lattice q. The momentum orientation is relative to the x axis.
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